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Introduction
• Cooperative, Connected and Automated Mobility (CCAM) technology: Adoption of

CCAM aims to create user-centered, all-inclusive mobility, while increasing safety, reducing
congestion and contributing to energy savings.

• Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs): Key role in feasible operation of CCAM ->
How? Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication and multimodal sensor fusion for collectively
achieving driving tasks.

• Critical parameters to be determined: Location and yaw angle (or heading) of vehicles.
• Using standard sensors: GNSS, camera and LIDAR.
• Step beyond: Collaborating multimodal fusion among the vehicles, for distributed estimation of
target parameters.
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Related work
• Distributed cooperative localization: Vehicle estimates its state though peer-to-peer V2V
cooperation due to scalability, robustness to central node malfunctioning, communication and
energy savings.

• Convex optimization-based estimation: Ensure that the desired location will be attained in a
”few” steps.

• Tracking-based approaches: Integrate the state prediction step via the motion model in the
estimation approach (see family of Kalman Filters).

• Visual and LIDAR based odometry: Vehicle estimates its state from raw visual or point cloud
data, founding correspondences in successive frames -> Susceptible to drift error.
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Contributions
The novelty lies on the fact that the ego vehicle performs cooperative odometry estimation, i.e., multiple
3D pose (position and yaw) estimation in absolute coordinates and over time horizon, so as to effectively
be aware in a distributed manner of surrounding environment and not only of its own state. More
specifically:

• Formulation of a cost function using maximum likelihood criterion, which is minimized by the ego
vehicle and comprised four multimodal measurement models and the unknown 3 Degrees Of
Freedom (DOF) parameters of itself and closest neighbors.

• Derivation of a novel alternating gradient descent algorithm for effectively performing
cooperative odometry.

• Verify that by treating yaw angles as parameters to be optimized, much more accurate
localization can be achieved in the case of both self-position and awareness.

• Extensive evaluation study performed in the realistic traffic conditions of CARLA simulator.
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System model (1/3)
• Sensor based perception layer: Exploits sensors such as GNSS, IMU, cameras, LIDAR, etc.
• A data association module is needed for matching relative observations with vehicles' IDs.
• Two types of measurements: 1) Self and 2) relative measurement models.
• Self-measurement models:

• Self-positioning:
• Self-heading measurement:

with
with heading
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System model (2/3)
• Relative measurement models:
• Relative distance:
• Relative angle:

with
with

and
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System model (3/3)
• Instead of considering only ego 2D position
and yaw, we define the state of vehicle i
as the collection of all positions and yaws
belonging to the connected neighbors j of i’s
neighborhood
.

• Target state vector of i:
• This approach enables i to be aware of itself as
well as its nearby vehicles in terms of position
and yaw angle.
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Distributed multi 3 DOF estimation (1/3)
• Probability density functions (PDFs) of measurement models (position, heading,
distance and angle):

• Measurement likelihood function as the product of PDFs:
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Distributed multi 3 DOF estimation (2/3)
• Exploiting maximum likelihood estimation criterion, ends up with the minimization
of a cost function comprised self and relative observations:

• Reformulate angle term:
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Distributed multi 3 DOF estimation (3/3)
• Each neighboring vehicle j transmit to i its
own position and yaw, as well as the pair
of distance and angle towards i.

• Vehicle i, along with its own self and

relative observations, formulates the target
cost function, minimizes it using the
following solution framework and reestimates the position and yaws of its
neighborhood.
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Alternating gradient descent (1/2)
• Directly minimizing the cost function is non-beneficial due to the term
• Alternating optimization will be helpful in decoupling the estimation of 2D positions and
yaws into two distinct optimization steps.

• Collect all the positions and yaws that need to be estimated by i to vectors:
and

• Alternating optimization problem can be casted as follows:
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Alternating gradient descent (2/2)
• Cooperative gradient descent algorithm is
employed1,2.

• Proposed algorithm: Collaborative Odometry
using Gradient Descent (CO- GD)
1. N. Piperigkos, A. S. Lalos, and K. Berberidis, “Multi-modal cooper- ative awareness of connected and automated vehicles in smart cities,” in 2021 IEEE International Conference on Smart Internet of Things (SmartIoT),
2021, pp. 377–382.
2. H. Wymeersch, J. Lien, and M. Z. Win, “Cooperative localization in wireless networks,” Proceedings of the IEEE, vol. 97, no. 2, pp. 427– 450, 2009.
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Experimental setup and evaluation (1/7)
• Trajectories of 150 vehicles moving in a simulated city of CARLA simulator for T = 448 time
instances.

• Velocities of vehicles range between 0-72 km/h.

• Baseline method (doesn’t consider yaw as parameter to be estimated): Collaborative Odometry
without yaw using Gradient Descent (COWY-GD)1.

• Two-fold assessment: How accurate and quickly ego vehicle estimates 2D positions and yaws.
1. N. Piperigkos, A. S. Lalos, and K. Berberidis, “Multi-modal cooper- ative awareness of connected and automated vehicles in smart cities,” in 2021 IEEE International Conference on Smart Internet of Things (SmartIoT),
2021, pp. 377–382.
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Experimental setup and evaluation (2/7)
• Evaluation metrics:
• Self-position error:
• Location awareness error:

• Sel yaw error:
• Yaw awareness error:
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Experimental setup and evaluation (3/7)
• Convergence ability: Performance evaluated under three different choices of communication
range rc (dictates the number of connected neighbors).

• ALAE: Averaged over number of iterations LAE
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Experimental setup and evaluation (4/7)
• Time complexity:
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Experimental setup and evaluation (5/7)
• Location estimation accuracy: Scalability is achieved for ego position error
• Self-position error: Location RMSE over time (L-RMSET)
• Location awareness error: Location Awareness RMSE over time (LA-RMSET)
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Experimental setup and evaluation (6/7)
• Yaw estimation accuracy: Scalability is achieved for ego yaw error
• Self-yaw error: Location RMSE over time (Y-RMSET)
• Yaw awareness error: Yaw Awareness RMSE over time (YA-RMSET)
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Experimental setup and evaluation (7/7)
• Heatmaps of self-location and yaw error and CARLA demonstration.
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Conclusions
• A collaborative odometry estimation algorithm has been developed, aiming to offer to the vehicles
increased awareness of the surrounding environment

• Each vehicle through V2V cooperation formulates the target cost function via multimodal sensor

fusion and maximum likelihood criterion -> alternating gradient descent is then applied so as to
minimize the cost function.

• Verified that each vehicle is in place to accurately re-estimate both self as well as neighboring 2D
positions and yaws in a distributed manner.

• Validated that treating the noisy yaw as a parameter to be optimized, positively affects the position
estimation.
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Thank you for your attention !
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